OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR THE RESUMPTION OF TEACHING ACTIVITIES IN THE 2021/22 A.Y.
August 3, 2021

Below, is a summary of the decisions taken by the governing bodies regarding the expectations for the resumption of teaching activities in the 2021/22 academic year. These indications are provisional and subject to change if the epidemiological framework changes and/or if the Government modifies the provisions currently in force.

• All teaching activities - lessons, exercises, laboratories - will resume in-presence, keeping in force the current safety measures and the code of conduct already defined and reported below, and ensuring all students the opportunity to have a place in classrooms/laboratories to attend the activities.

• For students who will be unable to attend the classrooms in-presence, the possibility of following the lessons remotely, either via live streaming or through the availability of the lessons recorded on the platform, is provided for the first semester.

• Course exams and graduation will continue to be carried out in a mixed mode, either in-presence or at-distance, until 31 December 2021. For in-presence graduations, in compliance with the safety protocols, the number of people admitted to the sessions might be limited.

• Libraries and study rooms will be open, in some cases even in the evening and on weekends, regulating the access through a booking system and limiting the attendance according to the limitations in force regarding distancing.

RULES OF CONDUCT IN THE UNIVERSITY OF SIENA PREMISES

• wearing the surgical or FFP2 mask inside the classrooms and any other indoor university spaces is mandatory;
• prohibition of gathering;
• frequent hand sanitation;
• registration at the entrance to the facilities and classrooms (including the use of the QR-code where present);
• frequent sanitation and ventilation rooms.